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Spelling

Math:

See your child’s weekly list. 

Properties of Multiplication & Division

Vocabulary Words

1. Identified (un) – to recognize a person or thing
(un = not)
2. Honor – To respect or show thanks
3. Casualties – people wounded, injured, killed, or
missing during a war, accident, or disaster
4. Preserved – to keep safe from harm or injury;
protect
5. Dedication – Words that express in whose
honor something has been created
6. Recognition – thanks and honor given to
someone for service or achievement
7. Sacrifice – an action or object given to help a
cause/
others
8. Succeed – to accomplish or thrive

This week, students will begin relating
multiplication to division. They will develop
the understanding that division is the
process of finding the unknown factor in
multiplication. We will use the array model
to help demonstrate this. In addition,
students will learn about the commutative
property that states the order of the
factors does not matter. For example,
4X2=8 is the same as 2X4=8.

Vocabulary Skill

Synonyms
Words that have the same, or almost the same,
meaning. Ex. Imagine & dream OR Fast & quick

Reading:

Veterans Day & The Wall
This week, we will focus on nonfiction and fiction texts
about Veterans Day. Students will make learn more
about sequence (order) of events from last week, as
well as how text and graphic features help readers to
better understand the text. We will also begin
preparing for our Veterans Day assembly on 11/14.

Happy Birthday,
October!

Science: Plants

This week, we will learn about how plants
survive by adapting, as well as review the
life cycle of the flower! Finally, students will
observe their graphs and observations
throughout this unit. 

Save the Date!
Happy
Halloween!

Emergency
Early Release
Drill

November 10th

Veterans Day!

November 11th
No School

